Chapter 12

Standard Graphic Symbols

1 2 .1

RECTANGULAR ·SHA PE S YMBOLS
Digital compo nents such as gates, decoders, m ultiplexers. and regis ters are available commercially in integrated circuits and are classified as SSI or MSI circuits. Standard graphic symbols have been developed for these and othe r compo nents so that the user can recog nize eac h
function from the uniqu e grap hic symbol assigned 10 it. This standard, kno wn as ANS lIIEEE
Std . 91- 1984. has been approved by ind ustry, government, and profess ional org anizations and
is consistent with international standards.
The standard uses a rectangular-shape outline to represent eac h particular logic fu nctio n.
Within the o utline. there is a general qualifying symbol de noting the logical operation perfanned by the unit. For example. the general qualifying symbo l for a mu ltiplexer is MUX . The
size of the outline is arbitrary and can be either a square or a rectangular shape with an arb itrary length-width ratio. Input lines. are placed on the left and output lines are placed on the right
If the d irection of signal flow ilO reversed . it mu st be indicated by arrows.
The rectan gular-shape graphic symbo ls for 551gates are shown in Fig. 12.1. The qualifying
symbo l for the AND gate is the ampe rsand (&). The OR gate has the qualifyin g sy mbollhat designates greater than or equal to 1. indicating that at least one input must be active for the output
to be active . The symbol for the buffer gale is I. show ing that only one input is presenL 'Ibeexclusive-Og symbol designates the fact that only one input must be actiw: fortbcOUlpUllo be ective . The inclusion of the logic negati on small circle in the ooq:u (n n a ts tbc plleIlo tbdr
complement values. Althou gh the rectangular-sha:pe symbols fIXIbe plleI at: Icc••,.u.",t,d, die
standard also recognizes the distincti ve-sbape symbols for the &*S IbowD. ia Pia- 2.5_
An example of an M51 standard graphic symbol is the four-bil pIDIIcI.&Ir:r abowa in
Fig. 12.2. Th e qualifying symbol for an adderis the Greek te.r I.. The . . .l'ClIldien far
the arithmetic operands are P and Q. The bit-grouping symbols . die two Iypa 01 iapIb mil
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FIGURE 12.2
Standard graphic symbol for a four-bit parallel adder, Ie type 7483
the sum o utput are the deci mal eq uivalents of the weig hts ot tne bits to the power of 2. Thu s.
the input labeled 3 corre spo nds to the value of 2 J "" 8. The input carry is designated by C J
and the output carry by CO. When the digital component represented by the outl ine is also a
commercial integra ted circuit. it is customary to write the IC pin number along each input and
output. Thu s. IC typo: 7~83 if> a four-bit adder with loo k-ahead carry. It is enclosed in a pack age with 16 pins. The pin numbers for the nine inputs and five outputs are shown in Fig. 12.2.
The other two pins are for the power supply.
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Before introd ucing the gra phic symbols of oth er co mpo nents. it is nec essary 10 re view some
term inology. As mentioned in Section 2.8. a pos itive -logic syste m defines the more positive o f
two signal leve ls (des ignated by H ) as logic I and the more negative signal level (designated
by L ) as log ic O. Negative logic ass umes the oppos ite assignment . A third alterna tive is to employ a mixed-logic convention. where the signals art considered entirely in tenns of their H
and L values. At any point in the circui t. the user is allo wed to define the logic pol arity by assigning logi c I to eith er the H or L signal. The mixed- logic notation uses a small right-angle triangle gra phic symbol to designate a negative-logic polari ty at any input or ou tput term inal.
(See Fig. 2. HXO.)
Integrated -circuit man ufactu rers specify the opera tion of integ rated circuits in term s of H
and L signals"When an input or outpu t ls considered in terms ot pos irlve logic. it is de fined a..
actin' high. Wh en it is considered in term s of ne gative logic . it is defined as active tow.
Active-low inputs or ou tputs are recog nized by the presence of the sma ll-triang le polarityindicator symbol. Wh en po sitive logic is used excl usive ly thro ughout the entire system. the
small-triangle polarity symbo l is equivalent 10 the small circ le that designate s neg ation , In th is
book , we have assume d positiv e logic througho ut and employed the small circl e when drawing logic diagrams, When an inp ut or output line doe s not includ e the small circle , we define
it to be ac tive if it is logic I. An input or output that include s the small- circle symbol is co nsidered act ive if it is in the logic-Ostate. However. we will usc the small-trian gle polarity symbol to indicate active-low asvignr ne nt in all draw ings that repre sent standard diagrams. Th is will
conform with integrated-circuit da ta books. where the po larity symbol is usually employed"Note
that the bott om four gates in Fig. 12. 1 could have been drawn wit h a small triangle in the output lines instead of a small circle.
Anot her example of a graphic sym bol for an MSI circ uit is shown in Fig. 12.3. Th is is a
z-to-a-Hne dec oder represen ting one-half o f Ie type 74 155. Inputs are on the left and outputs
on the right. The identifying symbol X /y indicates that the circuit co nverts from eode X to code
Y. Data inputs A and B are a.....igned binary weights I and 2 equi vale nt to tJand 2 1• respectively.
The ou tp uts are ass igned numbers from 0 10 3. corresponding to outputs Do through D). re specti vely. The decode r has one active- low inpu t £ 1 an d one ac tive- high input £~ . These two
inp uts go through an internal A="O gale to e nable the decoder. The outp ut of the A." 'lD gale is
labeled EN (e nable ) and is activated whe n E1 i.. at a low-level stale and £2 at a high -level state.
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QUALIFY I NG SYMBOLS
The IEEE standard gra phic sy mbo ls for logic funct ions pro vide a list of qualifying symbols to
be used in conjunction with the outli ne . A qualifying sy mbo l is added to the basic outline to
designate the overall logic characteristics of the element or the physical characteristics of an
input or o utput . Table 12.1 lists some of the general qu alifying symbols specified in the Standard. A general qual ifying symbol defi nes the basic func tion performed by the device repre sented in the diagram. II is. placed near the top center position of the rectang ular-shape outline.
The general quali fying S) mbols for the gates, decoder. and adder were shown in pre vious diagrams. Tbe oth er symbols are self-explanatory and will be U ~ later in d iagrams representing the corresponding dig ital elements.

Table 12.1
Gtntro' Quon~ng Symbok

Symbol
&
~ I

1
=1

"

2k + I
XJY
.\IUX
D.\llJX

~

n
CO.\f P

ALU

De scrip ti o n
AN D gate or function
OR ga le or function
Buffer gat e or invert er
Exclusbe-Og gale or function

Even function or even parity element
Odd function or rod parity element
Coder. decoder. or code converter
Multiplexer
Demultiplexer
Add«
Multiplier
Magn itU<k comparator

ClR
RClR
RO M

Arithmetic logic unit
Shift register
Counte-r
Ripple ccc nrer
Read-only memory

RA.\I

Randorn-acce -,.. memory

SRG

Some of the qualifying symbols associated with inputs and outputs are shown in Fig. 1:': .4. Symbols associa ted with inputs are placed on the left side of the column labeled symbol. Symbol s associated with outputs are placed on the right side of the column. Th e active-low input or output
symbol is the polarity indicator. As mentioned previously, it i~ equ ivalent to the logic negation
when positive logic ilo assumed. The dynam ic input is associated with the clock input in flip-flop
circuits. It indicates that the input if, active on a transition from a low-to-high-level signal. The
three-Slateoutput hn.. a third high-impedance stale. which has no logic significance. When the circuit is enabled. the output is in the normaJ 0 or 1 logic ..tate. but when the circui t i ~ disabled the
three -state output is in a high-impedance stale. This state is equivalent to an open circuit.
The open-co llect or o utput has one state that exhibi ts a high -impedance co ndi tio n. An
externally connec ted resistor is some times required in order to prod uce the ~r 10Eic leve l,
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Active -lew input or output

Logic negation inp ut or output

Dynamic indicato r input

Th ree-state outp ut (see Fig. 10.16)

Open-collector o utp ut (see Fig. 10.12)

O utpu t with special amplification
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Qualifying symbo ls associated with Inputs and outputs
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The diamond-shape symbol may have a bar on top (for high type ) or on the bottom (for low
type). The high or low type specifies the logic level when the output is not in the high- impedan ce
state. For e xample, TT L-type integrated c ircuits have speci al outputs called open-collector
outputs. These outputs are recog nized by a diamond-shape symbo l with a bar under it. Thi s ind icates that the output can be either in a high-impedance state or in 3 le w-level state. When used
as part of a distributi on function. two or more open-collector NAND gates when con nec ted to
a common resistor perform a positive-logic AND function or a negative- logic O R function .
Th e output with special amplification is used in gales that pro vide speci al driving ca pabilities. Such gates are employed in components such as clock dri vers or bus-oriented transmitters. The EN symbo l designates an enable input. II has the effect of enabling all outputs whe n
it is active. When the input mark ed with EN is inactive. all outputs are d isabled. The symbols
for flip-nap inputs have the usual mean ing. The D input is also associated with other storage
el eme nts such as memory input.
Th e symbols for shift right and shift left are arro ws pointing to the right or the left. respectivel y. The symbol s for count-up and count-down counters are the plus and minus symbols. respec tively. An output designated by CT = 15 will be active when the conte nts of the register
reach the binary count of 15. When non standard information is shown inside the outline. it is
enclosed in square brackets [like this].

, 2 .3

DEPENDENCY N O TA TI O N
The most impo rtant aspect of the standard logic symbols is the dependency notation. Depe ndency notation is used to provide the means of denoting the relationship between differen t inputs or outputs without actually showing all the elem ents and interconnec tions bet.....een them .
We will first demonstrate the dependency notation with an examp le of the A:-..'D dependency
and then define all the other symbols associated with this notation .
The AND depe ndency is represented with the letter G followed by a numbe r. Any input or output in a diagra m that is labeled with the number associated w ith G is considered to be A:-.lDed .....ith
it. For example. if one input in the diagram has the label G I and ano ther input is labeled with the
number I. then the two inputs labeled G I and I are considered to be A!\TIed together internally,
An example of A.' JD dependency is shown in Fig. 12.5. In (a). we have a portion of agraphic
symbol with two AND dependency label s. G I and G 2. There are two inputs labeled with the
number I and one input labeled with the num ber 2. The eq uiva lent interpretation is shown in
part (b) of the figure. Input X associated with G I is considered to be ANDed with inputs A and
B. which are labe led with a 1. Similar ly, input Y is ANDed with input C to conform with the
depen dency betwee n G 2 and 2.
Th e standard de fines 10 other depe ndencies. Each depend ency is denoted by a letter symbol (except EN ). The leiter appears at the input or output and is followed by a number. Eac h
input or output affected by that depe nde ncy is labe led with that sa me number. The II dependencies and thei r co rrespond ing letter designatio n are as follow s:
G

Denotes an AND (gate ) relationship

V

Denotes an O R relationship
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Example of G (AND) dependency

N

Denotes a nega te (exclusive -OR) re lationship

EN Specifies an en ab le action
C

Identifies a co ntro l dependency

S
R

Speci fic!'> a setting action
Specifies a reset ting action

.\I

Identifies a mode dependency

A

Identifies an address dependency

Z

Indicates an interna l interconnection

X

Indicates a controlled tra nsmission

The V and N dependencie s are used to denote the Boolean relalion..c;hips of O R and exclusive -O R similar to the G that denotes the Boolean AND. 'Ibe EN dep:ndeucy is simiJ.lOthe
qual ifying symbo l EN except: that a number fol low s it (for example. EN2)_O&Iy dIIe ouquts
marked with thai numberare di sabled .." hen the input as.socialed with EN is a::tive.
The control dependency C is used to identify a clock mp. •• -.::pw IIriaI demmI mel 10 indicate which input is co ntrolled by it. 1be set S and reser R depra". ics are...t Ilo IpCCify internal logic states of an SR flip-Ilop. The C. S. and Rdepmdencielareeqai"erl ioSectioo 125
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in conjunction with the fl ip-flop circuit. The mode M dependency is used to identify inputs that
select the mode of operat ion of the unit. The mode dependency is pre sented in Section 12.6 in
conjunction with registe rs and counters. The address A dependency is used to identify the addre ss
input of a memory. It is introd uced in Section 12.8 in conj unction with the memory unit.
The Z depe nde ncy is used 10 indicate interconn ectio ns inside the unit. It signifies the ex iste nce of internal logic connections betw een input s. outputs. internal inputs. and internal outputs. in any combination. The X depe ndenc y is used to ind icate the controll ed transmission path
in a CMOS transmi ssion gate.

1 2 .4

SYMBOLS FOR C O M BI N AT IO N AL ELEMENTS
The examples in this sectio n and the rest of this chapter illustrate the use of the standard in repre senting various digital components with graphic symbo ls. The examples demonstrate actual commercial integrated circuits with the pin numbers included in the inputs <>nd outpul-~ . MO!<t of the ICs
presented in this chapter are included with the suggested experiments outlined in Chapter J J.
The graphic sy mbo ls for the adder and decoder were shown in Section 12.2. Ie type 74 155
can be co nnec ted as a 3 X 8 decoder. as shown in Fig. 12.6. (The truth table of this decode r is
shown in Fig. 11 .7.) There are two C and two G inputs in the Ie. Each pair must be connected
togethe r as shown in the d iagra m. 1be enable input is active when in the low-leve l state. The
outputs are all active low. The inputs are assigne d binary weig hts 1. 2. and 4 . eq uiva lent to 2".
2 '. and 2 2• respectively. The outputs are assigned numbers from 0 to 7. The sum ofrhe weigh ts
of the inputs dete rmine s the output that is active . Thu s. if the two input lines with weights 1
and 4 are activa ted. the total we ight is I + 4 = 5 and output 5 is act ivated. Of course. the EN
input mu st be activated for any output to be active.
The decode r is a special case of a more general component referred to as a coder. A coder is a
device that receives an input binary code on a number of inputs and produces a different binary code
on a number of outputs. Instead of using !he qualifying symbol X /Y.1he coder can be specified by
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the code name. For example. the 3-to-8· line decoder of Fig. 12.6 can be symbolized with the name
BIN/OCT since the circuit converts a 3· bit binary number into 8 octal values, 0 through 7.
Before showing the graphic symbo l for the multiplex er. it is necessary to show a variation
o f the AND depe ndency. The AND depe ndency is sometimes represented by a shorthand no·
tation like G ~. Th is symbol stands for eight AND dependency symbols from 0 to 7 as follows:
G~G J .G ~G 1G ~G~G~G 7

At any given time, only one out of the eight AND gates ca n be active . The active AND gate is
determined from the inputs associated with the G symbol. These inputs are marked with weights
equal to the powers of 2. For the eight AND gates j ust listed . the weights are O. I, and 2, corresponding to the number s 2°, 2 1• and 21 • respectively. The AND gate that is active at any given
time is determined from the sum of the weights of the active inputs. Thu s, if inputs 0 and 2 are
active, then the AND gate that is active has the number 2° + 22 "" 5. Thi s makes G 5 active
and the other seven AND gates inactive.
The standard graphic symbol for a 8 X I multiplexer is shown in Fig. 12.7(a). The qualifying symbol MUX identitie s the device as a multiplexer. The symbols inside the block are part
of the standard notation . but the symbols marked outside are user-defined symbols. The function table of the 74 1551 Ie can be found in Fig. 11.9. The AND dependency is marked with
G ~ and is associa ted with the inputs enclo sed in brackets. These inputs have weights of 0, I,
15
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Graphic symbols for multiplexers
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and 2. They are actually what we have called the selection inputs. The eight da ta inputs are
marked with numbers from 0 to 7. The net weight of the active inputs associated with the 0
symbol specifies the number in the data input that is active. For exa mple, if selecuon inp u l~
CBA = I10. then inputs I and 2 associated with G are active. This gives a numerical value for
the AND dependency of 2 ~ + 2 1 6. which makes 06 active. Since 06 is ANDed with data
input number 6. it makes this input active. Thu s. the output will be equal to data input D6 provided that the enable input is active.
Fig.12.7(b) represents the quadruple 2 X I multiplexer Ie type 74157 whose function table
is listed in Fig. 11.17. The enable and selection inputs are common to all four multiplexers.
This is indicated in the standard notation by the indented box at the top of the diagram. which
represents a commoll control block. The inputs to a common co ntrol block control all lower
sections of the diagram. The co mmon enable input EN is acu ve when in the low-level state.
The AND dependency. 0 I. determines which input is active in each multiplexer section. When
G I = O. the A inputs marked with I are active. When 0 1 = I. the B inputs marked with 1
are active. The active inputs are applied to the corresponding outputs if EN is acuve. Note that
the input symbols I and I are marked in the upper section only instead of repeating them in
each section.

=

, 2.5

5YMBOLS FOR FLlp·FLOP5
The standard graphic symbols for different types of flip-flops are shown in Fig. 12.8. A flip-flop is represented by a rectangular-shaped block with inputs on the left and outputs. on the right.
One output designates the normal state of the flip-flop and the other output with a small-circle
negation symbol (or polarity indicator) designates the co mple ment output. The graphic symbols distinguish between three types of flip-flops: the D latch. whose internal construction is
shown in Fig. 6.5: the master- slave flip-flop. shown in Fig. 6.9; and the edge-triggered Ilipftop. introduced in Fig. 6.12. The graphic symbol for the D latch or D flip-Flop has inputs D
and C indicated inside the block. The graphic symbol for the J K nip-flop has inputs J. K . and
C inside. The notation C I. I D. I J. and 1 K are examples of control dependency. The input in
C I controls input I n in a D flip-flop and inputs I J and I K in a J K flip-flop.
The D latch has no other symbols besides the I D and C I inputs. The edge-triggered flip-flop has an arrowhead-shaped symbol in front of the control dependency C 1 to designate a
dynamic input. The dynamic indicator symbol denotes thai the Hip-flop responds to the po..Itive-edge transition of the input cloc k pulses. A small circle outside the block along the
dynamic indicator designates :I. nega tive-edge transition for triggerin g the flip -flop. The
master- slave is considered to be a pulse-triggered flip-flop and is indicated as such with an
upside-down L symbol in front of the outputs. This is to show that the output signal change'>
o n the falling edge of the pulse. Note that the master- slave flip-flop is drawn without the dynamic indicator.
Flip-flops available in integrated-circuit packages provide specia l input s for setting and
resetting the nip-flop asynchronously. These inputs are usually called direct set and direct reset.
They affect the output on the negeu . . e level of the signal without the need of a clock . The
graphic symbol ofa master- slave J K flip-flop with direct set and reset is shown in Fig. 12.9/31.
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The notations C I. I J . and I K represent control depen dency. showing that the clock input at
C I controls input!'> I J and I K. S and R have no I in front of the leiters and. therefore. they are
not co ntrolled by the clock at C I. The S and R Inputs have a small circ le along the input line!'>
to indicate that they are active when in the logic-O level. The function table for the 7476 flipflop is shown in Fig. 11. 12.
The graphi c symbol for a positive-edg e-triggered D flip-flop with direct set and reset is
shown in Fig. 12.9(b). The positive-edge transition of the clock ar input C I co ntrols input I D .
The Sand R inputs are independent of the clock . This is IC type 7474. whose function table is
listed in Fig. 11.1 3.

12 . 6

SYMBO LS FOR RE G I STE RS
The standard graphic symbol for a register is equivalent to the symbol used for a group of flipflops with a common clock input. Fig. 12.10 shows the standard graphic symbol of IC type
74 175. consisting of four D flip-flops with common clock and clear inputs. The clock input C I
and the clear input R appear in the common control block. The inputs to the common control
block are connected to each of the elements in the lower sections of the diagram. The notation
C I is the co ntrol depend ency that controls all the I D inputs. Thus. each flip-flop i!'> triggered
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FIC;URE 12.10
Graphic symbol for a fo ur-bit reg ister, Ie type 74 175
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by the common clock input. The dynamic input symbol assoc iated with C 1 indicate s that the
flip-flops are triggered on the positive edge of the input cloc k. The co mmon R input resets all
flip-flops when its input is at a low-level state. The I D symbo l is placed only once in the upper
section instead of repeating it in each section. The complement outputs of the flip-flops in this
diagram are marked with the polarity symbol rather than the negation symbol.
The standard graphic symbo l for a shift register with parallel load is shown in Fig. 12.11.
Th is is IC type 74195 , whose function table can be found in Fig . 11 .16. The qualifying symbol for a shift register is SRG followed by a number that desig nates the numbe r of stages. Thu s,
S RG 4 denotes a four-bit shift register. The common control block has two mode depende ncies,
M I and M 2. for the shift and load ope rations. respect ively. Note that the IC has a single input
labeled SH / LD (shift/load), which is split into two lines to show the two modes. M I is active
when the SH /LD input is high and M 2 is active when the SH/ LD input is low. M 2 is recognized as active low from the polarity indicator along its input line. Note the convention in this
symbology: We must recognize that a single input actually exists in pin 9, but it is split into two
parts in order to assign to it the two modes, M I and M 2. The control dependency C 3 is for
the clock input. The dynam ic symbol along the C 3 input indicates that the flip-flops trigger on
the positive edge of the clock. The symbol / 1 _ following C3 indicates that the register shifts
to the right or in the dow nward directio n when mode M I is active.
The four sections below the com mon control block represe nt the four flip-flop s. Flip-flop
QA ha s three inputs: Two are associated with the serial (shift) opera tio n and one with the
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Graphic symbol for a shift reg ister with pIIr.KeIIoM1" IC type 74 195
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parallel (load) operation. The serial input label I . 3 J indicates that the J input of flip-flop QA
is active when M I (shift) is active and C3 goes through a positive clock transition. The other
serial input with label I. 3 K has a polarity symbol in its input line co rresponding to the co mplement of inpul K in a J K f li p-fl op. The third input of QA and the Inputs of the other flip-Oops
are for the paralle l input data. Each input is deno ted by the label 3D. The 2 is for M 2 <load).
and 3 is for the clock C 3. If the input in pin number 9 is in the low level. M I is active . and a
positive transition of the clock at C 3 causes a parallel transfer from the fou r inputs. A through
D. into the four flip-flops. QA through QD. Note thai the parallel input is labeled on ly in the
first and second sections. It is assumed to be in the other two sections below.
Figure 12. 12 show!'> the graphic symbol for the bidirectional shift register with parallelload.
Ie type 74 19~ . The function table for this Ie is listed in Fig. 11 .19. The co mmon con trol block
shows an R input for reseulng all flip-Oops to 0 asynchronously. The mode select has two inputs and the modc depe ndency M may take binary values from 0 to 3. This is indicated by the
symbol M ~ . which stands for M O. M I, M 2. M 3. and is similar to the notation for the G dependency in multiplexers. The symbol associated with the clock is

z.

C4/ 1 -+

/2 _

C 4 is the control dependency for the clock. The / 1 -+ symbol indicates that the register shifts
right (down in this case) when the mode is M I (SISO 01). The /2 _ symbol indicates thai
the register shifts left (up in this case) when the mode is M 2 (SISO = 10). The right and left d irections are obtained when the page is turned 90 degrees countercloc kwise.
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Graphic symbo l for a bidirectional sh ift register with parallelload, Ie type 74194
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The sections below the common co ntrol block represent the fou r fu p-flops. The first flipflop has a se rial input for shift right, de noted by I. -I D (mode JI I. clock C 4. input D). The la,st
flip-flop has a serial input for shift left . denoted by 2. -I D (mode ,H 2. clock C 4. input D). All
four flip-fl ops have a parall el input denoted by the labe l 3. 4 D (mode M 3. clock C 4 . input D).
Thus. M 3 (SISO = It ) is for parallel load. The remaining mode,\10 (SISo = 00) has no effec t on the outputs bec ause it is not incl uded in the input labe ls.

1 2.7

S YMBOLS FOR COUNTERS
The standard graphic sy mbo l of a binary ripple counter is shown in Fig. 12.13. The qual ifying
..ymbo l for a ripple cou nter is RCTR . The designation D IV 2 stands for me di vide-by-z circuit
that is obtained from the single flip-flop QA. Th e DIV g desig nation is for the di vide-by-S
counter ob tained from the other th ree fl ip-fl ops. Th e diagram represents Ie type 7493. whose
internal circuit diagra m is shown in Fig. 11.2. The co m mon co ntrol block has an internal AN D
gate. with inp uts R I and R 2. Wh en both of th ese inpu ts arc equal to I , the content of th e
co unter goes to zero. Th is is ind icated by me symbol CT
O. Since the count input doe s not
go to the cloc k inp uts of all flip-flops, it has no C I label and. instead. the symbo l + is used to
indicate a cou nt-up ope ration. The dynamic sy mbol next to the + together with the polarity symbol along me Input line signify that the count is affected with a negati ve-edge transit ion o f me
input signal. The bit grouping from 0 10 2 in the ou tp ut represents values for the weights to the
power of 2. Thu s. 0 repre sents the value o f 2°
1 and 2 represents the val ue 22 4.
The standard grap hic symbol for the four -bit counter with parallel load . Ie type 74 16 1. is
shown in Fig. 1 2 . 1 ~ . The qualifying sy mbol for a synchro nous cou nter is CT R fo llowed by the
symbol Dl\' 16 (divide by 16), whi ch gives the cycl e length of the counter. There is a single
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moURE 12.13
Graphic symbol for ripple counter, Ie type 7491
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FIGURE 12.14
Graphic Symbol fo r 4-81t Binary Counter with Parallel Load,

Ie Type

74161

load input at pin 9 that is split into the two modes. M I and M 2. M I is act ive when the load
input at pin 9 is low and M2 is active when the load input at pin 9 is high . M 1 is recognized
as active low from the polarity ind icator along its input line. The count-e nable inputs use the
G depe nde ncies. G 3 b associated with the T input and G 4 with the P input of the count enable . The label associated with the clock is

e 5j2. 3. 4 +
This me ans that the circ uit counts up (the + symbo l) whe n M 2. G 3. and G 4 are acu ve
(load = I, ENT = I, and EN P = I) and the cloc k in C 5 goes through a pos itive tran sition .
Thi s condition is specified in the function table of the 74 16 1 listed in Fig. 11.15. The parallel
inputs have the label I. 5 D. mean ing that the D inputs are active when M I is acti ve (load = 0)
and the clock goe s through a positive tran sition. The output carry is designated by the label

3CT = 15
This is interpreted to mean that the output carry is active (equal to I) if C3 is active ( ENT = I)
and the content (CT) of the counter is IS (binary 111 1). Note that the outputs have an inverted
L sy mbol. indicating that all the flip-flops are o f the mas ter- slave type . The polari ty symbol
in the C 5 input designates an inverted pulse for the input clock. Thi s mean s that the master is
trigger ed on the negative transition of the cl ock pul se and the slave changes stal e on the
positive transition. Thu s, the OUtpUI changes on the positive tran sition of the clock pulse . It
should be noted that Ie type 74LS 161 (low-power Scbonky version ) has positive-edge-triggered
flip-flops.
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SYMBOL FOR RAM
The standard graphic symbol for the random-access memory (RAM) 74 189 is shown in
Fig. 12.15. The numbers 16 X a that follow the qualifying symbol RAM designate rhe number of words and the number of bits per word. The common control block is shown with four
address lines and two control inputs. Each bit of the word is shown in a separate section with
an input and output data line. The address dependency A if> used to identify the address inputs
of the memory. Data inputs and outputs affected by the address are labeled with lhe leiter A.
The bit grouping from 0 through 3 provides the binary address that ranges from A0 through
A 15. The invetted triangle signifies three-state outputs. The polarity symbol specifies the inversion of the outputs.
The operation of the memory is spec ified by means of the dependency notation. The
RAM graphic symbol uses four dependencies: A (address ), G (AND), EN (enable), and C
(control). Input G I is to be considered ANDed with l E N and IC 2 because G I has a 1
after the letter G and the other two have a 1 in their label. The EN dependency is used to
identify an enable input that cont rols the data outputs. The dependency C 2 controls the
inputs as indicated by the 2D label. Thus, for a write operation, we have the G I and IC 2
dependency (CS ;;: 0), the C 2 and 2D dependency (WE ;;: 0), and [he A dependency,
which specifies the binary address in the four address inputs. For a read operation, we have
the G land lE N dependencies (CS == 0, WE ::= 1) and the A dependency for the outputs.
The interpretation of these dependencies results in the operatio n of the memory as listed in
the function table of Fig. 11.18.
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FIGURE 12,15
Graphic symbo l for 16 x 4 RAM, Ie type 74189
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5tanda rd Gra phic 5ymbols

PR O BLEM S
12.1

Figure 11.1 shows various small-scale integration circuits with pin assignment. Using lhis information. draw the rectangular-shaped graphic symbols for the 7400. 7$ . and 7486 1Cs.

12.2

Define the following in your own words:
(a) Positive and negative logic.

(b) Active high and active low.

(c) Polarity indicator.

(d) Dynam ic indicator.

(e) Dependency notation.
12.3

Show an example of a graphic symbol that has the three Boolean dependencies--G. \ '. and .v .
Draw the equivalent interpretation.

12.4

Draw the graphic symbol of a BCD-to-decimal decoder. This is similar to a decoder with 4 inputs and 10 outputs.

12.5

Draw the graphic symbol for a binary-to-octal decoder with three enable inputs. E I. E 2. and
E3. The circuit is enabled if E I - I. E2 = O. and £3 :a 0 (assuming positive logic).

12.6

Draw the graphic symbol of dual e-to- f-Hne multiplexers with common selection inputs and
a separate enable input for each multiplexer.

12.7

Draw the graphic symbol for the following flip-flops:
(a) Negative-edge-triggered D flip-flop.

(b) Master- stave RS flip-flop.

(c) Positive-edge-triggered T flip-flop.
12.8

Explain the function of the commoo control block when used with the srandardgraphic symbols.

12.9

Draw the graphic symbol of a four-bit register with parallclload using the label M I for the
load input and C 2 for the clock.

12.10

Explain all the symbols used in the standard graphic diagram of Fig. 12.12.

12.11

Draw the graphic symbol of an up-dow n synchronous binary counter with mode input (for up
or down) and count-enable input with G dependency. Show the output carries for the up count
and the down count.

12.12

Draw the graphic symbol of a 256 X J RAM . Include the symbol for u uee-a ate outputs.
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